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DOROTA SMĘTEK

Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań

The Question of the Existence 
of a Common Literary Language 
of the Crimean Karaites 
in the Nineteenth Century

This article aims to discuss the characteristics of the written language used by the 
Crimean Karaites, which was preserved in handwritten books called mejumas. The 
study will be performed on the basis of the heretofore examined mejumas, namely 
those published by Aqtay (2009), Çulha (2010a) and the unpublished doctoral the-
sis written by Smętek (2012).1 The mejuma of Eliyahu Qılcı, who was a resident 
of Bahçesaray, was copied in 1903–1904 (Aqtay 2009: 28). The mejuma of Qatıq 
was copied in approximately 1808 by two different Karaites, Barukh Mangubi 
and a second person whose name and provenance remain obscure (Jankowski 
2004: 106–107, Çulha 2010a: 43–44). The mejuma of Kohen was copied in 1876 
by Samuel, son of rabbi Kohen, whereas the original theater play copied into the 
manuscript was translated by Abraham Lutski in Gözleve in the fi rst half of the 
nineteenth century (Smętek 2012: 26–31). The fi rst two mejumas contain Turkic 
folklore texts, i.e. tales such as Aşıq Qarip‘niñ Meselesi ve Türküsü and Tünbel 
Oğlannıñ Meseli and various types of poems and songs such as türkü, mani, se-
mai. The last manuscript, the mejuma of Samuel Kohen, comprises a translation 
into Turkic of the Hebrew drama entitled Melukhat Sha’ul. Thus the material on 
which the comparison will be performed includes three collections that contain 
a wide diversity of texts written in the Crimea in the span of a hundred years. 

1  A renowned Turkologist, Radloff, was the fi rst scholar who published a selection of Crimean 
Karaim texts collected from a few manuscripts and literary works by J. Erak (1888, 1896). In this 
compilation the text is provided in the block Hebrew letters and it was not critically edited, only part 
of it (pp. 241–408) was provided in a Cyrillic transcription. Presently, Çulha (2010b) published the 
whole of Radloff’s mejuma in the Latin script.
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The language of the manuscripts is a literary variety of Crimean Turkish with 
an admixture of Crimean Tatar used by the Crimean Karaites with features cha-
racteristic of Crimean Karaim, which distinguish it from other languages of the 
peninsula (Aqtay 2009: 28–48, Smętek 2012: 48–93).2 In a substantial description 
of the Turkic languages of the Crimea, Doerfer (1959: 370) stated that the Crimean 
Tatars and the Crimean Karaites used the same modern literary language the basis 
of which was essentially the northern Zentralkrimturkische, that is the dialect of 
Bahçesaray. In other words, the southwestern features were dominant and in many 
aspects the language was very similar to Turkish. On the other hand, in an article 
devoted to Karaim-Tatar songs in which the Kipchak features alternated with the 
Oghuz ones, Zajączkowski argued that the language of these literary works should 
be identifi ed as Crimean Tatar (Zajączkowski 1939: 43–45). That being said, the 
lexical remnants of Crimean Karaim are not to be underestimated. The goal of this 
paper is to determine to what extent the material preserved in mejumas is linguisti-
cally uniform and to establish whether there existed a unifi ed literary language of 
the Crimean Karaites in the nineteenth century that was different from common 
written Crimean Turkish.

1. Phonology

It must be noted that in many cases words have different phonetic features; they 
vary not only from manuscript to manuscript but within one mejuma. It is hard to 
say whether these phonological disparities stem from the lack of a standardized 
language or are also a result of the nonexistence of vocalization, which makes it 
impossible to determine the phonological properties beyond any doubt, especially 
a tentative reading of the vowels a and e. The word denoting ‘quickly’ can be used 
as an example of this alt ernation. It is written (or only transcribed) differently in 
each manuscript, i.e. in Kohen’s mejuma: çebüçek (MSK 46b) ~ çebücek (MSK 
6b), in Qılcı’s mejuma: çabicek (MEQ 333/4) ~ çabiçek (MEQ 369/12), whereas 
in Qatıq’s mejuma: çabıcaq (MQat 61/2).

1.1. Consonants 

Most of the phonological features of consonants in the manuscripts are cor-
respondent. The consonants d-, g- and q- appear in word-initial position in the 
dominant part of the lexicon. Moreover, the texts reveal the following phonologi-
cal processes:

2  To our knowledge, Crimean Karaim was lexically and phonetically more archaic than 
Crimean Tatar and retained more northwestern features (Jankowski 2003a: 116).
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k- → g-, e.g. kömür → gömir (MEQ 32/11, MQat 3/6)3 ‘coal’, köşe → göşe 
(MSK 16b, MQat 167/14) ‘corner’, kendi → gendi (MSK 2b, MEQ 39/18, MQat 
7/6) ‘self’. Sometimes this change also occurs in word-medial position, e.g. herkes 
→ hergez (MSK 1a, MEQ 232/9, MQat 15/6) ‘everyone’.

g- → q-, e.g. gam → qam (MEQ 203/12) ‘grief’, gayrı → qayrı (MEQ 513/2, 
MQat 2/6) ‘other’, gazap → qazab (MSK 5b, MEQ 224/14, MQat 117/13) ‘an-
ger’, gurbet → qurbet (MEQ 32/13, MQat 201/17) ‘foreign country’. There is 
also the opposite process, that is a word-initial shift q- → ğ-, e.g. qıybatlı → 
ğıybatlı (MSK 25b) ‘dear’, qayıp → ğayıp (MEQ 260/3, MSK 3b) ‘lost’ (though 
the original Arabic form is ğ-), qabir → ğabir (MQat 156/5) ‘grave’.

t- → d-, e.g. taq- → daq- (MSK 41b, MEQ 84/10, MQat 32/11) ‘to attach’, 
türlü → dürlü (MSK 3a, MQat 14/11) ‘various’, titre- → ditre- (MSK 3b, MEQ 
11/84) ‘to shiver’, tükür- → dükür- (MQat 197/5) ‘to spit’.

q- → χ- : qaçan → ḥaçan (MEQ 222/17, MQat 40/3) ‘when’, qursaq → 
ẖursaq (MEQ 208/7) ‘belly’, kumru → ẖumru (MQat 180/4) ‘dove’. This proc-
ess was not attested in Kohen’s mejuma. 

-ğ- → -ḥ- : aşağı → aşaḥa (MSK 7b, MEQ 344/4, MQat 17/21) ‘bottom’, 
bağışla- → baḥışla- (MSK 7b, MQat 5/7) ‘to forgive’.

In addition, Aqtay (2009: 34-35) presented the following phonological chan-
ges: h- → Ø and -p- → -b-, which are not observed in the other mejumas.

1.2. Prothesis and epenthesis

Another common feature of the language of the manuscripts typical of Crimean 
Karaim is the addition of the sound ḥ in word-initial position. There are multiple 
examples in each mejuma. Thus, only words that can be found in more than one 
manuscript are demonstrated. The Ø- → ḥ- prothesis appears in words of Arabic 
and Persian origin, such as:

elbette → ḥelbet (MSK 56a, MEQ 199/18, MQat 20/12) ‘certainly’, hayva 
→ ayva (MEQ 132/13, MQat 8/13) ‘quince’, acaba → ḥacaba (MSK 1b, MEQ 
300/11, MQat 34/5) ‘I wonder’, arzu → ḥarz (MSK 11b, MEQ 301/13, MQat 
179/23) ‘desire’. The latter forms a verb that has fi ve variants, namely: ḥarz eyle- 
(MSK 11b, MQat 179/23) ~ ḥarzla- (MSK 18b) ~ ḥarızla- (MSK 5a) ~ ḥarzula- 
(MSK 23a) ~ harzıla- (MEQ 591/10, MQat 75/12).

3  I refer to the contents of the mejumas in the following manner: MEQ for the mejuma 
published by Aqtay (2009), MQat for the mejuma published by Çulha (2010a) and MSK for the one 
edited by Smętek (2012). I provide page and line numbers of the respective manuscripts (MEQ, 
MQat, only page number for MSK). These numbers should not be confused with the pagination of 
the corresponding published editions.

4  The dominant variant provided by Aqtay is ditire- (MEQ 332/11).
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This process is also present in Turkish words, e.g. işte → ḥüşte (MEQ 112/3) 
‘well’, uç → huç (MQat 77/21) ‘tip’, which is far more rare than the Arabo-Per-
sian words. There are also examples of -Ø- → -ḥ- epenthesis, that is the addition 
of a sound in the middle of a word, such as deruni → derḥuni (MSK 4a, MEQ 
33/9) ~ derhunı (MQat 48/19) ‘inner’, seda → seddaḥ ~ sedaḥ (MSK 38a, MEQ 
177/18) ‘sound’.

Moreover, there are two cases of vowel prothesis. The fi rst one, Ø- → i- pro-
thesis, occurs in words borrowed from Russian, namely стол → istol (MSK 36b) 
‘table’, сбор → izbor (MEQ 458/6) ‘rally’, сборка → izborka (MQat 122/5) ‘col-
lecting’. The second one, Ø- → u- prothesis is found in an Arabic loanword: rüya 
→ uruya (MSK 34a, MEQ 418/5) ‘dream’, is not present in Qatıq’s mejuma. In 
a number of Arabic loanwords the following epenthesis appears: -Ø- → -y-, added 
before -i- in Arabic loanwords, e.g. daim → da’yım (MSK 45a, MEQ 175/8, MQat 
201/16) ‘permanent’, şair → şayır ~ şayir (MEQ 14/12, MQat 37/11) ‘poet’, kail 
→ qayil (MEQ 119/17, MQat 6/3) ‘consent’.

1.3. Vowel harmony

Rounding harmony is not strictly obeyed in the mejumas. Although in the majo-
rity of words a syllable with a rounded vowel is followed by another syllable with 
a rounded one, there are many cases in which this rule does not apply. In the fol-
lowing section, examples of the most common processes related to roundedness 
are provided.

1.3.1. After labial consonants unrounded vowels become rounded:
– after p (ı → u): e.g. yapıl- → yapul- (MSK 20a, MEQ 155/1, MQat 111/4) 

‘to be made’, MQat 3/6) ‘door’, hapis → ḥapus (MEQ 213/2, MQat 45/15) 
‘prison’;5

– after b (ı → u): e.g. sabır → sabur (MSK 7b, MEQ 212/18, MQat 54/7) ‘pa-
tience’, ;

– after m (ı → u): e.g. miktar → muqtar (MSK 2b, MEQ 296/3, MQat 68/7) 
‘amount’, misafi r → musafi r (MQat 76/2) ‘guest’ and (e → u): e.g. mekruh → 
mukruḥ (MSK 27b) ‘abominable’, qamış → qamuş (MSK 56a, MEQ 33/17) 
‘reed’.

Moreover, this process occurs after d (i → ü): diz → düz (MSK 29b, MEQ 
77/6) ‘knee’, diş → düş (MSK 2b, MQat 25/10) ‘tooth’, dilber → dülber (MSK 
27a, MEQ 419/4, MQat 56/10) ‘beautiful’.

5  punar (MEQ 111/7, MQat 44/17) ‘spring’ has retained its etymological vowel u, whereas 
qapu (MSK 6a, MEQ 39/17) is more complicated; if one considers this word as Turkish, which is 
probably the case, this form is original, and not the modern standard qapı.
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1.3.2.1. The opposite process, that is losing roundedness, can be observed in 
the following words

– u → ı, e.g. mutlaq → mıtlaq (MEQ 345/2, MQat 27/18) ‘surely’, murad → 
mırad (MEQ 175/6, MQat 80/21) ‘aim’, usul → usıl (MSK 53b) ‘quietly’,

– ü → i/ı after the consonant m-, e.g. mübalağa → mibbalağa (MSK 13b) 
‘exaggeration’, mübarek → mibarek (MEQ 205/14) ~ mibbarek (MSK 30a, MQat 
120/10) ‘blessed’, münasip → minasip (MSK 53a, MEQ 4/6, MQat 14/18) ‘suit-
able’, mürekkep → mirekep (MEQ 33/18, MQat 164/14) ‘ink’. 

This shift is not regular, and the above-listed words also appear with the 
rounded vowels -ü- and -u-, i.e. murad (MSK 12a, MEQ 441/6, MQat 6/12), mut-
laq (MSK 35b, MEQ 387/2, MQat 58/4), usul (MSK 44a, MEQ 398/6), mübarek 
(MQat 120/5). In other cases every vowel in the word undergoes this process, e.g. 
süpür- → sipir- (MEQ 344/13, MQat 59/9) ‘sweep’, bülbül → bilbil (MEQ 5/5, 
MQat 44/10) ‘nightingale’, küfür → kifi r (MSK 18a) ‘curse’.

The lack of rounding harmony in the root of the word is not frequent. The 
mejuma of Qatıq provides the widest variety of examples of this process, where-
as the mejuma of Samuel Kohen contains hardly any. The following words un-
dergo this shift: doğru → doğrı (MEQ 35/4, MQat 6/4) ‘right’, büyük → biyük 
(MEQ 174/11) ~ büyik (MQat 14/8) ‘great’, otur- → odır- (MQat 75/19) ‘sit’, 
oku- → oqı- (MQat 31/4) ‘read’, omuz → omız (MQat 63/2) ‘shoulder’, oyun 
→ oyın (MEQ 55/4, MQat 24/4) ‘game’, ömür → ömir (MSK 7b, MQat 2/19) 
‘life’. In the majority of cases these words occur alternately with their rounded 
counterparts.

1.3.2.2. Another common feature of losing roundedness is refl ected in the 
word-formative suffi xes. 

It applies to polysyllabic words as well as to those with only a one-syllable 
root. This shift is not regular; in all three mejumas words with suffi xes obeying 
and disobeying rounding harmony alternate with each other. It suffi ces to present 
this process as exemplifi ed by the suffi xes -lIQ and -sIz:

-lIQ, e.g. oğulluq (MEQ 554/2) ~ oğullıq (MQat 61/5) ‘sonship’, zulümlük 
(MQat 196/1) ~ zülümlik (MEQ 484/15, MQat 19/13) ‘cruelty’, qusurluq (MEQ 
419/7) ~ qusurlıq (MQat 156/10) ‘defi ciency’, günlik (MEQ 10/10) ~ günlük 
(MQat 115/12) ‘daily’,

-sIz, e.g. ussuz (MQat 38/20) ~ ussız (MSK 31a, MEQ 515/3) ‘stupid’, öksüz 
(MSK 20a, MEQ 10/10) ~ öksiz (MEQ 83/17, MQat 162/11) ‘orphan’.

That being said, there are a few words in which suffi xes exist only in the un-
rounded variants:

-lik ~ -lıq, e.g. dostlıq (MEQ 588/14, MQat 78/7) ‘friendship’, şükürlik (MEQ 
9/4, MQat 65/9) ‘thanking’, yollıq (MEQ 364/8, MQat 58/7) ‘for a trip’, ğuruşlıq 
(MEQ 554/14, MQat 61/12) ‘worth an amount of kurush’, ömürlik (MSK 3b, 
MEQ 336/6) ‘forever’, büyüklik (MSK 14a, MEQ 228/7) ‘greatness’.
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-sız ~ -siz, e.g. uyğunsız (MQat 38/13) ~ uyğınsız (MEQ 514/8) “inappropri-
ate”, yolsız (MQat 196/19) “pathless”.

2. Syntax

The word order of literary Crimean Karaim differs from typical Turkic syntax. 
This disparity is most apparent trait in religious texts and “in translations from 
Hebrew in which syntactic structures and word order are copied into Karaim” 
(Jankowski 2003a: 119). As it was stated above, the language of the manuscripts 
reveals a limited infl uence of Crimean Karaim. Nonetheless, remains of the 
ancestors’ language can be observed at the level of syntax. Especially the mejuma 
of Kohen, which contains a text translated from Hebrew, namely Melukhat Sha’ul 
‘Saul’s Kingdom’ (MSK 1a-62b), provides various examples of Hebrew infl uence 
on word order. At the level of a simple phrase, Turkic SOV order is obeyed. That 
being said, the prepositional place of a subordinate clause in complex sentences 
is disregarded even in typical Turkic participial clauses, such as Biñ şükürler 
Allaḥ’a bizi buraqtığın uçun ‘I thank a thousand times to God that he let us live’ 
(MSK 40a). Below, I present examples of subordinate clauses that are charac-
teristic of the language of the manuscripts and differentiate it from Crimean 
Turkish and Crimean Tatar.

2.1. Clauses formed with verbal nouns

Clauses formed with the verbal noun -mA and the dative suffi x -yA are the most 
prevalent type of postpositional clauses. Contrary to other Turkic languages they 
never occur prepositionally, that is before the main clause. In the mejumas of 
Kohen and Qılcı this type of clause is used frequently, e.g. Seniñ gözleriñ çarq 
gibi döneyirler, padişaḥıñnıñ ḥasımlarınıñ qarşısına ceza göstürmeye ‘Your eyes 
are spinning like wheels to punish the enemies of the king’ (MSK 5a) or babam 
ḥadırlandı dügün edmeye ‘my father made preparations for the wedding’ (MEQ 
5/12). Although the occurrence of this type of clause in Qatıq’s mejuma is rela-
tively rare, it is possible to provide the required examples, such as Günlerden bir 
gün bu qıznıñ babası çıqar çölge av avlap quş dutmaya ‘One day the father of 
this girl went out to the wilderness to hunt and catch birds’ (MQat 133/19–21).

2.2. Subordinate clauses introduced by ki

Subordinate clauses with the conjunction ki are widespread. They introduce a wide 
variety of subordinate clauses in the postpositional position, which is uncommon 
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in other Turkic languages.6 The least number of clauses of this type is provided 
in the mejuma of Qatıq, as it contains Turkic folk texts and is not infl uenced by 
Hebrew syntax like the remaining mejumas. In Qatıq’s mejuma most of the sub-
ordinate clauses introduced by ki are noun clauses, which are common to both 
Crimean Turkish and Crimean Tatar (Jankowski 2010: 320), such as anası gördü 
ki hiç söz geçecek digil ‘his mother saw that she does not have infl uence (on him)’ 
(MQat 58/4). However, there occur a limited number of syntactic structures con-
structed with ki, characteristic of the language of the other mejumas.

2.2.1. Relative clauses

Relative clauses introduced by the conjunction ki are a characteristic feature of 
Karaim. Here, an abundance of this type of clause is to be observed. Firstly, when 
ki follows a subject, it bears the meaning ‘who; that’, e.g. maḫtavlı olsın ol Tañrı 
ki Tora bize verdi ‘May He be praised who gave us the Torah’ (MEQ 290/5–6), 
unut cümle qasavetlerinñi ki var idi sana evvelden ‘forget all your sorrows that 
you had before’ (MSK 24a). Secondly, when the conjunction ki is preceded by 
ne, it means ‘what, that’ and refers only to non-human subjects, e.g. ne ki ekersin 
onı çöplersin ‘you reap what you sow’ (MEQ 46/16), Aş gerek, suy gerek, qahve, 
tütün ne ki lazım ise yaparız ‘Food, water, coffee or tobacco, we will prepare 
everything that you need’ (MQat 136/ 10–12). Lastly, a less common clause is 
introduced by ki following ḥangisi, having the meaning of ‘which’, e.g. Uzaqtan 
arslan gövdesi yatayır, ḥangisi ki paraladı ‘Far away lies a body of a lion, which 
he has torn to pieces’ (MSK 7a), kanareyka quşu var edi ḥangisi ki gendi gözü 
gibi qıybatlayıp (…) besler edi ‘he had a canary whom he loved a lot (…) and fed’ 
(MEQ 303/4–5).

2.2.2. Clauses of time

The occurrence of temporal clauses is rare, yet examples are provided in both 
Qılcı’s and Kohen’s mejumas. Clauses are formed either with ne zaman ki or ne 
vaqıt ki, which bear the meaning ‘when’, e.g. naqadar ḥoşlanırlar evladları ne 
zaman ki (..) üzerlerine güneş şafafl arı gerilirse ‘how much men enjoy it when 
the sun spreads its glow over them’ (MSK 1b), ne vaqıt ki ḥatırıma gelirse (…) 
saçlarım dimdik durayırlar ‘when I think about it (…) my hair stands on end’ 

6  The conjunction ki is present in Turkish and some other Turkic languages; however, its use 
is limited to only a few types of clauses. Krimchak and Armeno-Kipchak, in which subordinate 
clauses are also formed postpositionally with the conjunction ki, are another exception to this rule 
(Jankowski 2003b: 143).
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(MEQ 385/6–8). Moreover, in Qılcı’s mejuma another temporal construction was 
attested, namely qaçan ki ~ ḥaçan ki, e.g. askeriñ tertipsiz bilmezdir zakon qaçan 
ki qılıçın çaldı ‘your soldier is disorganized, he did not know the law when he 
stole your sword’ (MEQ 164/5–6).

2.2.3. Clauses of purpose

Clauses of purpose are used to express wishes or goals and are formed with the 
conjunction ki and a verb in the optative or jussive mood. There are multiple 
examples in all three mejumas, e.g. ben de qoşulıp geldim ki avara gezmeyim 
‘I joined them too so I would not lose my way’ (MEQ 297/11–12), Halqı evle 
rahat edeyim ki hiçbir tariqden sıqlet çekeyiriz demesinler ‘I will make them so 
comfortable that they would not say that they suffer in any way’ (MQat 19/9–11) 
and Gel peşimizden ki güneş doğmadan evvel leşler düşsinler ‘Come with us so 
that dead bodies will fall before sunrise’ (MSK 51b).

2.2.4. Clauses of manner

This type of clause is common and exists in two variants, namely naslı ki and nice 
ki ~ neçik ki, which have the same meaning ‘as’, e.g. Naslı ki ona layıq görünürse 
Avişay evle olur ‘it will be so as it befi ts Him, Abishai’ (MSK 52a), naslı ki geldi 
evle gitsin ‘she should go as he came’ (MEQ 305/17), Saña benim doğruluğımı, 
egriligimi bildirmek üçün naslı ki sen qoynına altın tas qoyuldığından haberiñ 
olmadı deyi, yemin edeyirsin ‘(I say it) in order to declare my honesty and de-
viousness, just as you have promised that you did not know that you had been 
given a golden bowl’ (MQat 139/20–22). It must be noted that the variant neçik 
ki occurs only in Qılcı’s mejuma and is a remnant of old Crimean Karaim, e.g. 
Adam oğlanı neçik ki geldiñ evle gidersin ‘Man, you will go as you came’ (MEQ 
34/9–11). It is present in a Crimean Karaim translation of the Bible (Jankowski 
1997: 23) as well as in letters written in Lutsk Karaim, where neçik ‘as; how’ 
is the most prevalent conjunction that introduces clauses of manner (Németh 
2011: 61). 

2.2.5. Terminative clauses

A terminative clause is introduced by the conjunction ta ki, which has the 
meaning of ‘until’. This clause is absent from Qatıq’s mejuma. The examples 
from the other mejumas are as follows: Ben ondan vaz geçmem, ta ki o ölüme 
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gelmeyince ‘I will not give up until he dies’ (MSK 31a), bala ḥattan ziyade ağlar 
edi ta ki belinde taqat qalmadı ‘the child cried excessively until it didn’t have any 
strength left’ (MEQ 294/16–17).

3. Vocabulary

3.1. Turkic vocabulary

The vast majority of the lexicon is based on Crimean Turkish and Crimean Tatar 
vocabulary. There is a signifi cant number of words typical of Crimean Karaim 
and a few inter-dialectal loanwords that were attested only in the northwestern 
dialects of Karaim, i.e. bayla- (MEQ 91/4, MQat 19/6) ‘to fasten’, pir (MQat 
27/3, MSK 5a) ‘old’, yır (MEQ 159/4–5, MSK 14a) ‘song’. The preservation of 
a few archaic words demonstrates an ongoing process of the withering of Kipchak 
features in favor of the southwestern vernacular of Turkic, which was by then 
dominant in the peninsula. 

3.2. Hebrew loanwords

The mejumas comprise words that are borrowed from Hebrew but each has a dif-
ferent set of Hebrew vocabulary that does not overlap with the lexicon in the other 
manuscripts. The mejuma of Qılcı comprises the widest variety of Hebrew loan-
words that refer to diverse semantic fi elds, e.g.: goy (MEQ 249/13) ‘non-Jews’, De-
varim (MEQ 271/1) ‘Deuteronomy’, ḥasid (MEQ 206/3) ‘devout’, roçeaḥ (MEQ 
272/11) ‘killer’. According to Jankowski (2003a: 119), the number of Hebrew 
loanwords in Crimean Karaim texts, which are not of religious nature, is not high. 
Indeed, while browsing the index of Hebrew words in the publication by Aqtay 
(2009: 765–773), it can be noticed that the dominant part of loanwords appear on 
the pages containing the work entitled Çuf Devaş ‘Honeycomb’ (MEQ 204–291), 
which depicts biblical events of the Pentateuch. The impact of Hebrew in the re-
maining manuscripts is less prominent, mainly because of the nature of their con-
tents. Hebrew vocabulary is limited and mainly visible in various names as well 
as in geographical terms. The mejumas of Qılcı, Qatıq and Kohen contain a sig-
nifi cant amount of Hebrew personal names, e.g. Moşe, Şemuel, David, Avraham, 
Ya‘qov etc. All of the characters’ names in the theater play are Hebrew, whereas in 
the other texts Hebrew names coexist with Turkic surnames, e.g. Mordeẖay Fen-
erli (MEQ 187/7), Yefet Arabacı (MEQ 190/9-10) or Yehuda Yel (MQat 150/16). 
Additionally, we can fi nd the following ethnic and geographical names: Peliştim 
(MSK 6b, MEQ 226/7) ‘Philistines’, ‘Amaleq (MEQ 234/3, MSK 1a) ‘Amalek’, 
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Çiyon (MSK 22a) ~ Çiyyon (MEQ 281/3) ‘Zion’, Miçri (MQat 111/5) ‘Egypt’ and 
Yeruşalim (MQat 12/8) ‘Jerusalem’.

Throughout the manuscripts, loanwords related to religion constitute an im-
portant part of the vocabulary of Hebrew origin. The Hebrew word denoting 
‘God’, namely Adonay (MSK 30a, MEQ 228/16), alternates with its Turkic and 
Arabic counterparts, namely Tañrı (MSK 50a, MEQ 56/3, MQat 153/19) and Al-
lah (MSK 4a, MEQ 9/4, MQat 20/17). Words such as çadıq (MSK 16b) ~ çaddiq 
(MEQ 47/11) ‘saintly, pious; righteous’, kohen (MSK 39b, MEQ 251/3) ‘priest’ 
and qodeş (MSK 41b, MEQ 147/7) ‘saint’ are absent from Qatıq’s mejuma, where 
we encounter their Arabic and Russian equivalents, that is mibarek (MQat 2/16) ~ 
mibbarek (MQat 120/10) ‘saint’ and duhovni (MQat 132/2) ‘priest’. Nonetheless, 
Qatıq and Qılcı’s mejumas contain religious words such as rebi (MQat 150/10) 
~ rebbi (MQat 194/12) and ribbim (MEQ 443/18) ‘rabbi’, qadoş (MQat 150/23, 
MEQ 232/17) ‘holy’, which are not attested in Kohen’s mejuma. 

There exist other Hebrew loanwords that are not related to religion and are 
present in all three mejumas. As in the examples demonstrated above, many of 
them are attested in different phonetic variants, whereas other remain homony-
mous, e.g. qosemci (MSK 57b) ~ qosem (MEQ 267/9) ‘magician’, şabat (MQat 
123/16) ~ şabbat (MEQ 9/13) ‘Saturday’, şevet (MSK 43a, MEQ 254/5) ‘tribe’, 
yom d (MSK 62b) ‘fourth day, i.e. Wednesday’, yom a (MEQ 408/7) ‘Sunday’, 
tam (MSK 7a, MEQ 2/5, MQat 5/15) ‘end’, gadol (MQat 158/21, MEQ 259/7: 
in kohen gadol ‘great priest’) ‘great’. Although the number of Hebrew loanwords 
in the mejumas is low, their occurrence is a distinctive Karaim feature of the lan-
guage of the manuscripts, which distinguishes it from other literary varieties of 
Turkic that were used in the Crimea.

3.3 Russian loanwords

The percentage of Russian loanwords is relatively low and only a few of them 
can be found in more than one mejuma. The most distinctive group of words are 
the names of months present in each manuscript, e.g. avustos (MQat 182/20) ← 
Rus. август ‘August’, dekabr′ (MEQ 192/15) ‘December’, noyabr′ (MSK 62b) 
← Rus. ноябрь ‘November’. Curiously enough, they occur together with Hebrew 
names of days of the week, e.g. sene 1903, yanbar 16, yom h (MEQ 31/13–14) 
‘year 1903, January sixteenth, Thursday’. There are only nine words of Russian 
origin that can be found in more than one mejuma. They are as follows: baraban 
(MSK 60a, MQat 123/20) ← Rus. барабан ‘drum’, guvarda (MSK 34a) ~ gu-
vardya (MEQ 50/8) ← Rus. гвардия ‘guards’, duhovni (MQat 123/2) ~ duẖovni 
(MQat 157/17, MEQ 459/15) ← Rus. духовный ‘priest’, duma (MQat 122/13, 
MEQ 459/6) ← Rus. дума ‘assembly; council’, kepik (MQat 16/4, MEQ 426/9) 
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← Rus. копейка ‘Russian monetary unit, coin’, qazarma (MQat 122/6, MEQ 
458/8) ← Rus. казарма ‘barracks; garrison’, numer (MQat 123/6, MEQ 460/6) 
← Rus. нумер ‘number’, saldad (MQat 122/1) ~ saldat (MQat 123/20, MEQ 
160/13) ← Rus. солдат ‘soldier’, yipke (MQat 150/8) ~ yupka (MEQ 461/2) ← 
Rus. юбка ‘skirt’.

There is evidence in each manuscript of a characteristic manner of adapting 
words that is also attested in other Turkic languages. Russian loanwords, which 
have two consonants in word-initial position, acquire the vowel i to simplify pro-
nunciation, e.g. izborka (MQat 122/5) ← Rus. сборка ‘assembly’, izbor (MEQ 
458/6) ← Rus. сбор ‘rally’, istol (MSK 36b) ← Rus. стол ‘table’.

4. Conclusion

As can be seen, it is impossible to conclude that there existed a standardized lit-
erary language of the Crimean Karaites in the nineteenth century. The language 
of each examined manuscript is infl uenced by the provenance of the source text. 
Vocabulary and syntax differ in texts of Hebrew origin or of religious nature 
from those borrowed from the abundant Turkic folklore that was commonly 
shared by the inhabitants of the Crimea. What is more, the educational back-
ground and linguistic environment of a copyist was another factor that affected 
the linguistic properties of a given manuscript. Nonetheless, it should be stressed 
that there exists an undisputable number of affi nities and common features that 
distinguish the language of the Karaim manuscripts from Turkic vernacular dia-
lects used in the literary works of other Crimean minorities, with the exception 
of Krimchak. 

5. Samples of texts from the mejumas

Tenbel oğlannıñ meselesi, Qılcı’s mejuma (MEQ 419/2–9)

Bir zamanda bir memleketde bir fuqare var edi. Qarısı ilen ve bu fuqareniñ 
birden bir oğlu var edi. Evle dülber edi ondan ziyade dülber olmaq mümkün digil.
Niḥayeti padışaḥa layıq bir oğlan. Lakin bu oğlannıñ qusurluğu o ki tenbel 
oturdığı yerine yemegini yer edi. Anası babası ẖasevet ederek duruyırlar.
Tünbel oğlannıñ meselesi, Qatıq’s mejuma (MQat 127/3–7)

Bir zamanda bir fuqare var edi. Onıñ da birden bir oğlı var edi. Qararsız 
tümbel edi. Üç güne qadar aş suy vermeseler qarnım bile aç demez edi. Çışarı bile 
çıqmaz edi. Her v‘aqit sağıt verip alır ediler.
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Miẖal’s monologue, Kohen’s mejuma (MSK 15a)

Sevle endi, gördigiñ var mı dilberlikte onıñ gibi çocuq? Lakin dilberligiñi 
buraqayım. Bir qaç gün aqdeminize gördüm dilber manavşa seḥer manavşa gi-
bilerden yaqışıqlı. Zan ėttim ki qoqusu da cümlelerinden ziyede olur. Lakin onu 
qoqladığımdan sonra ‘aksine oldum. 
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